
All RockBoard® pedalboards include enough hook & loop tape to fully cover the top of the pedalboard and the correlating amount of pedals.

Mounting Effects Pedals with Hook & Loop Tape:

Mounting Effects Pedals with the RockBoard® QuickMount System:

As an alternative to classic hook & loop tape, RockBoard® QuickMount® mounting plates provide a well-engineered, professional solution for mounting 

effects pedals to the board. QuickMount® elements fasten tightly to withstand even the heaviest use and can be removed in seconds when it is time 

to change your setup. For fixing the plates to pedals, no permanent modifications are necessary so the original condition can easily be restored any 

time. QuickMount® systems are available for most popular pedal sizes, including wahs and specialty pedals. The variety is continually updated to fit the  

models of most diverse pedal builders. 

For a complete summary of all available QuickMount® products, detailed step-by-step mounting instructions, and further information please refer to 

www.rockboard.net

Attach and Exchange the Rubber Feet:

The rubber feet on all RockBoard® pedalboards are mounted with M3 screws using a 3 mm hex key drive and counter nuts. Should one of the feet be 

damaged or lost, simply replace it by unscrewing the foot. For this purpose, your RockBoard® pedalboard comes with two replacement rubber feet,  

a 3 mm hex key wrench, two M3 x 12 mm screws and two counter nuts.
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Step 1

Make sure the surface of your RockBoard® pedalboard 

is clean and dry. If you must clean your pedalboard, use a 

suitable cleaning alcohol or a dry, clean cloth.

Step 2

Take the 1" (2.5 cm) wide loop tape and cut strips to the 

length of your RockBoard® pedalboard.

Step 3

Peel 1" - 2" (2.5 - 5.0 cm) of the white protective backing 

off and attach the loop tape to one of the horizontal 

bars that are positioned between the slots on the board 

surface. When the loop tape is positioned correctly, 

peel off the rest of the protective foil and stick it to the 

board surface. Repeat this step for each of the remaining  

horizontal bars.

Step 4

Take the 2" (5.0 cm) wide hook tape and cut it to the  

respective size that is required for each of your effects 

pedals.

Step 5

Peel off the white protective backing and stick the hook 

tape to the back of your effects pedals.

Note: We recommend not to cover serial numbers and  
other stickers on the back of your pedals, removing the 
hook tape later may damage these.

Step 6

When all your pedals are equipped with hook tape, you 

can attach them in the desired layout to your pedalboard 

and connect them to power and patch cables.

Step 7

You can bundle up excess cable lengths with the included 

cable ties underneath the board surface and attach 

them to the underside of the board surface through 

the slot grid.
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